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‘Weather’ and ‘climate-change’
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‘Climate’ scientifically
“… a statistical description in terms of
the mean and variability of relevant
meteorological quantities over a period
of time ranging from months to
thousands or millions of years”

Climate as a description of the state and dynamics
of the physical planetary system which consists of
“… five major components: the atmosphere, the
hydrosphere, the cryosphere, the lithosphere and
the biosphere, and the [evolving] interactions
between them”

‘Climate’ historically
Ptolomy’s klimata

Alexander von Humboldt’s climate
meant “in the most general sense all
changes in the atmosphere which
noticeably affect the human organs,
such as temperature, humidity,
barometric pressure, or wind”

‘Climate’ metaphorically
‘the prevailing attitudes, standards, or environmental
conditions of a group, period, or place’
… the intangible, tacit norms and moods of a human
collective that are beyond formal measurement or definition

• a climate of political unrest
• a deteriorating economic climate

• “A Moral Climate: the Ethics
of Global Warming”
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The idea of climate
The idea of ‘climate’ offers a way of
navigating between the human
experience of a constantly changing
atmosphere, with its attendant
insecurities (weather), and the need to
live creatively and securely with a
promise of stability and regularity
(culture)
This what sociologist Nico Stehr has
referred to as “trust in climate”
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‘well-founded expectations’
Climate offers an ordered container, a linguistic, numerical or
sensory repertoire, through which the unsettling arbitrariness
of restless weather is interpreted and tamed
“… without well-founded expectations, the world of causes and
promises falls apart” (Lorraine Daston, 2010)
Put simply, the idea of climate stops the world falling apart
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Climate-change … ‘disrupted expectations’
• Weather weirding, climate disruption, ‘stop
climate chaos’
• “I think it may be true. Because I see that the
mejatoto is not very good nowadays. Life is
harder. Goods are expensive. The sun is
stronger. And there are improper relations
between kin.” [quoted in Rudiak-Gould, 2012]
• The unsettling of climate suggests nothing less
than an undermining of the possibility of
human life
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‘the weather is not straight any more’
“The people of old told us how things are. They said that this wind will come
at that time and finish after so many moons, and then the other wind will
take over. All other things too, tides, rain, and all the fish in the sea, and
whatever, follow this, they said. And so, all things have their time, and
because the people of old knew how to mark those times, they told us about
this, and we believed them, because we could see this with our eyes, too …
… But now, I don’t know. It seems that the
weather is not straight any more. I still would
like to trust what the people of old taught us,
but one day I came to think that maybe they
fooled us back then? Maybe things have
never been as straight as they would want us
to believe!” [Hviding 1996]
Solomon Islands
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‘Weathered: Cultures of Climate’

• Chapter 1: What is Climate?
Part 1: Knowledges of Climate
• Chapter 2: Historicising Climate
• Chapter 3: Knowing Climate
• Chapter 4: Changing Climate

•
•
•
•

Part 2: The Powers of Climate
Chapter 5: Living with Climate
Chapter 6: Blaming Climate
Chapter 7: Fearing Climate
Chapter 8: Representing Climate

•
•
•
•

Part 3: Climate Futures
Chapter 9: Predicting Climate
Chapter 10: Redesigning Climate
Chapter 11: Governing Climate
Chapter 12: The Future of Climate
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Historicising climate
Cultures in different historical eras have engaged the idea of climate
in a surprising variety of ways … bound up with, inter alia, imperial
power, chauvinism, identity, nationhood, diet, colonialism, trade,
health and morality

Illustrative examples
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climates change in the imagination
Climate and biopolitics
Fearing climate
Climate prediction as prophecy
Virtual climates
The future of the idea of climate
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Caribbean climates – pathological or idyllic?
Climates change in the imagination
• 18C Europeans’ conceptions of tropical
climates led them to think of Caribbean
island climates as unhealthy: morally
degrading, disease ridden and deadly
• Yet commerce, medical knowledge and 20C
tourism altered Caribbean climates in the
eyes of most Europeans -- Caribbean island
climates, now with sunshine, warmth and
predictable dry seasons, began to be
marketed for tourist consumption

Mark Carey, 2011
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Climate and biopolitics
Climate ‘naturalises’ relations between nations
• LoN sought to ratify 1910 International Convention
for the Suppression of White Slave Traffic by
establishing a universal age of consent (21)
• Nations lobbied to have differences between
nations rest on the explanatory variable of climate
• Climate served as a means to express the
competing imperialist nationalisms at work within
the League
• Climate offered a convenient index to explain (and
justify) national differences in sexual practices

Ashwini Tambe 2011
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Fearing climate
Climate as existential threat – from flood narratives to
global warming
Climatic fears are always mediated culturally – bound up in
wider narratives of apocalypse, risk, emergencies and
psychological (in)security

“Final warning. According to
yesterday’s UN report, the
world will be a much hotter
place by 2100. This will be the
impact …
[of 6.4°C warming] Most of
life is exterminated.
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Climate prediction as prophecy
Predictions of future climate mediated by
cultural norms, artefacts and practices
Climate scientists in the cultural tradition of the
prophet. Are they:
• to reveal the climatic future as surely, accurately
and objectively as possible?
• or to enter into public dialogue about what Walsh
refers to as a society’s ‘covenant values’?
“Until some seemingly more certain civic
epistemology evolves, we will seek our prophets
among the sciences, and they will continue to engage
us in a dialogue that goads us to recall our covenant
values” (Lynda Walsh, 2013)
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Virtual climates
Imagining climates differently
• Computer animations are changing the
possibilities of how climates, past and future,
are made visual
• Climate “becomes both manufactured and
remediated media” (Gurevitch, 2014).
Climate is not just ‘out there’ or in the mind …
climate is now also in the machine
• Future climates can be visualised and reengineered so easily that the feasibility, even
the desirability, of a future climateengineered planet becomes normalised
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The future of climate
Arun Appadurai – ‘The future as
cultural fact’
Three possibilities:
• Re-securing climate
• Improvised climates
• Post-climate
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Re-securing climate
• Governmental
• Technological
• Social
• Personal
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Improvised climates
• Human agency
• Non-human agency
• Compositionalism
• Gardening as metaphor
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Post-climate
• ‘Climatic’ change has no longer
any meaning
• The historical ordering-function
of climate is moot
• The ‘climate’ of the
Anthropocene is climate-less
• It is not the climate ‘we want’,
but the sort of people we want
to be
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